May 13, 2020
Unifor-Detroit 3 Membership Update
The Canada Emergency Response Benefit and Supplemental Unemployment
Benefits (SUB) Plans
On May 9, the federal government issued its long-awaited guidance on how Supplemental
Unemployment Benefit (SUB) Plans will interact with the new Canada Emergency Response
Benefit (CERB). The guidance states: “the provisions that exist under the Employment
Insurance (EI) system for employers to make additional payments to workers through SUB plans
do not apply to employees who are receiving the CERB.” Full text of the guidance is available at
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/benefits/ei/cerb-application/questions.html
As we know, the CERB’s intent is to distribute emergency income payments to workers in
Canada, as quickly as possible. This was, in part, a response to the failure of our Employment
Insurance system’s ability to get the job done. So far, approximately 7.5 million affected
workers are in receipt of CERB payments, which pay a $2,000 flat rate monthly benefit
(equivalent to $500 per week).
By denying access to SUB payments under the CERB program, the federal government is
needlessly preventing workers from accessing important employer-funded benefits. SUB
payments, by design, provide added income support to workers on layoff. The failure to rectify
this obvious gap in the CERB, after repeated calls to Federal Cabinet Ministers Carla Qualtrough
and Bill Morneau over many weeks, is frustrating and shows a lack of compassion for working
people.

What steps is Unifor taking to resolve the issue?
The National Union started raising questions with ministerial staff and federal officials about
SUB plan interactions with the CERB shortly after the tabling of Bill C-13 (the COVID-19
Emergency Response Act) in March. Informal guidance provided at that time suggested federal
officials understood the problem and would rectify it in the coming weeks. As time passed, our
union made repeated attempts to secure written confirmation and clarity on this matter, with
no response.

On April 15, the National Union wrote to Minister Qualtrough and proposed a regulatory fix to
ensure eligibility of SUB payments under the CERB program. Shortly after that, the National
Union (through the Canadian Automotive Partnership Council) delivered a similar demand to
Navdeep Bains, Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry, alongside other emergency
industry proposals. In the weeks to follow, Unifor launched an online petition, while Local
Union leaders took action in their communities by engaging with the local media and various
Members of Parliament (including a large press event in Windsor involving local MP Brian
Masse). Our National President Jerry Dias also co-signed a letter with federal NDP MP Daniel
Blaikie, along with leaders of other major unions.
Despite the recent federal guidance issued, the National Union is continuing to explore multiple
avenues, up to and including a formal Legal challenge, in the hopes of finding a resolve for our
members. The goal is to ensure eligible Unifor members receive SUB payments, and to do so
without fear of repayment penalty. This work is coordinated through the National President’s
office alongside Unifor’s Auto Director and representatives in the Unifor Legal, Pensions and
Benefits and Research Departments.

What can members do to help?
As the National Union continues its work, we will continue to coordinate directly with Local
Union leadership and provide membership updates as new information becomes available.
In the meantime, it is imperative that members participate in the ‘Don’t Deny SUB Plans’
campaign by filling out the online petition. You can do this by visiting www.unifor.org/subplans
and be sure to encourage others to sign on too.
You can also contact your local Member of Parliament directly, and ask for their support. Many
of our members have done this already, and the response from MPs of all political stripes is
encouraging. As federal MPs continue to hear directly from their constituents, the more
support we will build.
Together we will get this fixed.
To access a full range of Unifor resources and materials on COVID-19, be sure to visit:
www.unifor.org/covid19
SW/AD/klcope343

